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Abstract — This paper presents implementation and
evaluation of a proposed acoustic echo and noise canceller
(AENC) for videotelephony-enabled personal hands-free
internet protocol (IP) phones. This canceller has the following
features: noise-robust performance, low processing delay, and
low computational complexity. The AENC employs an
adaptive digital filter (ADF) and noise reduction (NR)
methods that can effectively eliminate undesired acoustic echo
and background noise included in a microphone signal even in
a noisy environment. The ADF method uses the step-size
control approach according to the level of disturbance such as
background noise; it can minimize the effect of disturbance in
a noisy environment. The NR method estimates the noise level
under an assumption that the noise amplitude spectrum is
constant in a short period, which cannot be applied to the
amplitude spectrum of speech. In addition, this paper presents
the method for decreasing the computational complexity of the
ADF process without increasing the processing delay to make
the processing suitable for real-time implementation. The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed AENC
suppresses echo and noise sufficiently in a noisy environment;
thus, resulting in natural-sounding speech1.
Index Terms — Videophone, hands-free telecommunication,
acoustic echo and noise canceller, adaptive digital filter, noise
reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of videotelephony-enabled personal internet
protocol (IP) phones has been growing in recent years, and the
hands-free communication function implemented in these
videophones is often used because of its convenience. Such
terminals therefore require acoustic echo cancellers because
acoustic echoes, which result from acoustic coupling between
loudspeakers and microphones, must be removed for better
speech quality and for avoidance of acoustic howling in
hands-free telecommunication. Noise cancellers are also
required to eliminate undesired background noise included in
microphone signals because personal videophones are usually
used in noisy environments such as offices.
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A previous study [1] discussed an implementation of an
acoustic echo and noise canceller (AENC) [2] for voice over
IP phones on smartphone and tablet devices. On the other
hand, this paper addresses the AENC for personal hands-free
videophone; it has to be integrated into a single fixed-point
digital signal processor (DSP). In general the DSP for the
videophone has a constraint on a computational complexity;
its processing performance is lower than that of the
smartphone and tablet devices. Therefore, it is important to
satisfy required specifications of both performance and
computational complexity of the AENC in order to make realtime implementation possible when using a low-performance
DSP chip.
The AENC is mainly composed of an adaptive digital filter
(ADF) [3]-[7] process, an echo reduction (ER) [8]-[11]
process, and a noise-reduction (NR) [12]-[15] process. The
ADF process identifies an unknown acoustic echo path,
produces the echo replica, and cancels out the acoustic echo.
However, in general the ADF accumulates prediction errors of
the acoustic echo path when it is computed in noisy
environments, for example, in an open-plan office. In addition,
its computational complexity may be particularly high because
the ADF of the AENC has to handle a digital filter with large
number of taps, which is required to model the acoustic echo
path accurately. Hence it is important to decrease not only the
prediction error but also the computational complexity when
the target chip performance is limited. The ER process is used
to reduce the residual echo, which remains in the output of the
ADF (often called error signal), by applying a non-linear filter
to the error signal. The NR process lowers the level of
background noise by multiplicative gains in the frequency
domain. This process is based on a short-time spectral
amplitude (STSA) estimation [16]. In recent years, highperformance NRs with a microphone array that consists of
multiple microphones placed at different spatial locations have
been proposed [14], [15]. However, it is often difficult to
adopt the high-performance NRs into personal videophones
because the videophones have constraints to its casing size and
DSP-chip performance. Due to budget constraint, monaural
NRs [12], [13], the number of components of which is small
and the computational complexity is relatively low, are still
widely used in the videophones.
This paper addresses two issues in using the AENC for
personal videophones; i) to maintain the AENC performance
in a noisy environment such as the open-plan office, and ii) to
attain the performance while reducing the computational
complexity to make real-time implementation possible. For
the issue i), this paper introduces two methods. One of them is

controlling the step size of the ADF [5]-[7]. With this method,
the step size is adaptively adjusted according to the level of
disturbance such as background noise. It can minimize the
effect of the disturbance in a noisy environment. Another
method is estimating the noise level under the assumption that
the noise amplitude spectrum is constant in a short period [17],
which cannot be applied to the amplitude spectrum of speech.
This method estimates the noise level even during speech
periods without suspending the calculation. However, its
estimation accuracy might decrease when the disturbance such
as the residual echo exists. In the proposed system, the
combination of the proposed ADF and NR solves the issue;
the disturbance can be removed before the noise level is
estimated because the noise robust ADF with the step-size
control sufficiently eliminates the acoustic echo as the
previous processing of the NR. This combination results in
natural near-end speech even when the near-end and the farend talkers speak simultaneously (i.e. double-talk).
For the issue ii), this study attempts to reduce the
computational complexity of the AENC largely not by
optimizing the code for the DSP platform but by distributing
the operations of the ADF. The ADF employed in this study
distributes the filter update and convolution processes across
different frame times, whereas the ADF used in the previous
study [1] updates and convolves the filter coefficients within
each single frame. As a result of such modification, the
computational complexity is drastically decreased, more
details of which will be discussed in section IV.A.
To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the
speech quality of the AENC was evaluated by implementing
the algorithm to a personal hands-free videophone prototype
that has a DSP. Experimental results using the videophone
prototype showed that the method could deliver natural
sounding speech while sufficiently reducing the acoustic echo
and background noise.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the specifications of the developed hands-free
videophone prototype. Section III describes the proposed
AENC that employs the ADF and NR methods robust against
the noisy environment in detail. The experimental results are
explained using the AENC implemented in the videophone
prototype in section IV, and this paper is concluded with
remarks in section V.

to the AENC are less than 30%.
The implemented AENC is a fixed-point DSP software; a
part of the software uses optimized assembly codes and dual
multiple access channel (MAC) instructions. The dual MAC
may be recognized as the duplication of two single MACs; it
reduces the computational complexity of operation
instructions such as the convolution and the complex
arithmetic, and efficiently uses load and store instructions. In
addition, processor-integrated FFT and division accelerators
are also used. Most of these codes have been written from
scratch when replacing the floating-point operations with the
fixed-point operations. The required specifications of the
AENC are as follows. The sampling frequency is 16 kHz and
the frequency range is 100-7000 Hz, which realize superior
speech quality and voice naturalness compared to narrowband
speech of 300-34000 Hz used in conventional telephones. The
processing frame size is 10 ms and the processing delay is 40
ms. This low latency guarantees that the delay will not cause
degradation in an interactive conversation. The filter length of
the ADF is 90 ms, the echo-reduction level is more than 35
dB, and the noise-reduction level is about 20 dB.

II. SPECIFICATIONS

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF VIDEOPHONE PROTOTYPE

An external view of a personal hands-free videophone
prototype equipped with the AENC is shown in Fig. 1. This
prototype is a wideband IP phone and can be used as a handsfree phone. A block diagram of the audio processing part of
the prototype is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit uses a fixed-point
DSP. Specifications of the prototype are listed in Table I. The
prototype includes an omni-directional microphone, a
loudspeaker, and a DSP board. All processing for the
videophone are integrated into the single DSP; it exhibits a
maximum speed of 600 MHz and 148 kbytes of on-chip
random access memory (RAM); Off-chip memory has 128
Mbyte of synchronous dynamic RAM. These regions allocated

Fig. 1. External view of videophone prototype.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of speaking circuit.

ITEM
Dimensions
Weight
Display
Microphone
Loudspeaker
Connectors

DESCRIPTION
242 MM (W)

 239 MM (D)  102.4 MM (H)

1360 g
7.0'' TFT screen
Omni-directional condenser microphone
Single-cone electrodynamic loudspeaker
Two USB interfaces (Type A)
Two Ethernet ports (RJ-45)

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF AENC
A block diagram of the proposed AENC that employs the
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of new AENC. FFT: fast Fourier transform, IFFT: inverse fast Fourier transform.

ADF and NR methods robust against the noisy environment is
shown in Fig. 3. It consists of four blocks with the following
functions: ADF process, NR process, ER process, and
variable-loss insertion control (VLIC) [4] process. These
processes are carried out in the frequency domain. In this
section, the detailed features of the ADF and NR are described
first then the outlines of the ER and VLIC processes are
summarized.

To loudspeaker

x M (i )

which has an impulse response denoted as h L  [ h1 ,  , hL ] ,
T

where L is the filter length and T is the transposition. The
microphone input signal y (k ) is expressed as

y (k )  d (k )   (k ),

(1)

where  (k ) is the signal, called the outlier, which includes
the near-end speech, background noise, and so on. In the
digital-to-analogue (D/A) converter, the received speech
signal x(k ) is stored as the received speech vector

x M (i )  [ x(iM  M  1),, x(iM )]T , where i is the
frame index and M denotes the buffer size of the signal. The
microphone input signal is also stored as vector y M (i ) with
length M . The ADF calculates the echo-replica vector
dˆ M (i) corresponding to vector y M (i ) and achieves block
echo cancellation as

eM (i)  y M (i)  dˆ M (i),
where

x L3 M (i )

Concatenate
frames
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Filter update

A. ADF process
A block diagram of the proposed ADF is shown in Fig. 4.
The received speech signal x(k ) from the far-end at a
discrete time index k is picked up as an echo signal d (k ) by
the microphone after passing through the room echo path,
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of ADF.
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(3)

and e M (i ) is a residual signal vector and is fed back to the
ADF to update the filter coefficients w1 ,

, wl ,

, wL . The

filter-coefficient update is based on a frequency-domain
adaptive filter algorithm [3] given by

Wi 1    Wi    

(2)
where

 i   X i*  
2
P  X i   



,

(4)

Wi   ,  i   and X i   are the short-time

Fourier transforms of the wl , e( k ) and x( k ) , respectively.

Note that  is the discrete frequency bin,

 is the step size, 

denotes the conjugate and P[] is the smoothing function [3].
The filter-coefficient accuracy becomes important when
using the ADF. Therefore, an optimal value for the step size
must be specified; its value affects the convergence speed,
steady state error, and stability. However, the optimal step size
is time variant according to outliers such as background noise.
The filtering scheme of the robust ADF adaptively calculates
the step size based on the Gaussian-Laplacian mixture
assumption for the signals normalized by the reference input
signal amplitude [5] because the speech spectra have
Laplacian distributions but the normalized echo spectra tend to
become Gaussian distributions; the other hand the normalized
unwanted outlier spectra have Laplacian distributions
regardless of types of outliers. Therefore the GaussianLaplacian mixture assumption is suitable for modeling many
actual situations in the telecommunications. The step size is
calculated as follows:
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X i   .  denotes a hyperparameter in the following
Laplacian distribution model,

where

Vi  



,

posteriori probability



p Ri    i   X i  

1



, and

used to derive the optimal step size in Eq. (5). The optimal
step size is regarded as optimal on the assumption that the
normalized residual echo and outlier components in the error
signal can be represented by Gaussian and Laplacian
distributions, respectively. This approach steadily decreases
the prediction error of the filter coefficients and improves
adaption in non-stationary and noisy environments.
The ADF normally requires the calculation of filter
coefficients in a long vector length, L  M samples per
frame, to calculate echo-replica vectors. On the other hand, to
achieve cost-effective processing, the proposed ADF makes
effective use of two buffer delays caused by A/D and D/A
converters and reduces the vector length required to calculate
the filter. This method focuses on these two buffers
x M (i  2), x M (i  1) from the far-end receive side

dˆ M (i) but also future echoˆ (i  1) and dˆ (i  2) simultaneously.
replica vectors d
M
M
A concatenated received speech vector x L  3 M (i ) is
present echo replica vector

obtained by connecting it with the past frames as follows:

x L  3M (i)  [ x(iM  L  3M  1),, x(iM )]T , where
echo-replica vector

L  3M . The corresponding

dˆ L 3M (i) , including the last 3M

elements, is composed of three echo-replica vectors as
follows:

 c L (i ) 
 ˆ

d M (i ) 

dˆ L 3 M (i )  
,
ˆ (i  1) 
d
M


dˆ (i  2) 
 M


(10)

(8)

Vi   is an unwanted outlier spectra normalized by

X i   . Note that Ri   and Vi   have the following
relationship,

The normalized residual echo spectra are estimated by the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate maximizing the

the length of x L  3 M (i ) is

Ri   is the residual echo spectra normalized by

1 
Laplacian Vi    
e
2

(9)

arriving late at the near-end send side; thereby, the two-framefuture echo can be reasonably foreseeable using these two
buffer delays. The proposed ADF calculates not only the

denotes a standard deviation of the following Gaussian
distribution model,

1

 i  
 Ri    Vi   .
X i  

dˆ M (i) , dˆ M (i  1) , and dˆ M (i  2) correspond to the
microphone input signal frames y M (i ) , y M (i  1) , and
y M (i  2) , respectively, and L  1 vector c L (i ) is
where

unimportant because it is not used here. Thus, by waiting for
y M (i  2) until the (i  2) -th frame, the concatenated error
vector

 0L 
 e (i ) 

e L  3 M (i )   M
 e M (i  1) 


e M (i  2)

Noise-level
estimator

Gain
calculator

Sˆi ( )

is obtained.
The conventional ADF updates and convolves the filter
coefficients for each one frame time for obtaining the echoreplica vector. On the other hand, the proposed ADF can
decentralize the filter update and convolution processes at
different frame times because the echo-replica vectors are
calculated only once every three frames. As a result, the
calculation complexity of the ADF process was reduced
without increasing the processing delay.
B. NR process
A block diagram of the proposed NR process is shown in
Fig. 5. This method assumes that noisy speech z (k ) consists
of clean speech s (k ) and background noise n(k ) . Let

Z i ( ) , Si ( ) , and N i ( ) denote the short-time Fourier
transforms of the z (k ) , s (k ) , and n(k ) , respectively. In
achieving NR based on STSA estimation, the short-time
Fourier transform of the clean speech is estimated by Z i ( )
multiplied by a gain Gi ( ) in the frequency domain as
follows:
(12)

Sˆi ( ) is the estimate of Si ( ) . The Wiener-filtering-

based [18] gain is calculated as

| Z ( ) |2  E[| Nˆ i ( ) |2 ]
Gi ( )  i
,
| Zi ( ) |2

(13)

where E[] denotes the ensemble average, |  | denotes the
2

absolute square, and
noise level

E[| Nˆ i ( ) |2 ] is the estimate of the

E[| Ni ( ) |2 ] . The noise level can be defined as

follows:

E[| Ni ( ) |2 ]   i ( )  E[| Zi ( ) |2 ],
where

(14)

 i ( ) is a noise ratio defined by

E[| Ni ( ) |2 ]
 i ( ) 
.
E[| Zi ( ) |2 ]

(15)
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S i ( )  N i ( )
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of NR.

This paper introduces a method for directly estimating the
noise level from microphone input level

E[| Zi ( ) |2 ] , even

during speech periods, by estimating the noise ratio [17].
However, the noise ratio cannot be estimated directly.
Therefore, this method uses different variances of speech and
noise signals. If the noise power
whereas the speech power

| Ni ( ) |2 stays stationary

| Si ( ) |2 is non-stationary for a

finite period, the following assumptions hold:

( E[| Ni ( ) |])2  E[| Ni ( ) |2 ],

(16)

( E[| Si ( ) |])2  E[| Si ( ) |2 ],

(17)

i.e., the noise level

Sˆi ( )  Gi ( ) Zi ( ),
where

E[| Nˆ i ( ) |2 ]

(11)

E[| Ni ( ) |2 ] can be approximated by

( E[| Zi ( ) |])2  E[| Ni () |2 ].

(18)

This method estimates the noise ratio using these assumptions
as

 ( E[| Z i ( ) |]) 2 
,
2
 E[| Z i ( ) | ] 

ˆi ( )   

(19)

where [] denotes the noise-ratio-emphasis function
designed to bring the noise ratio closer to zero or one defined
by:

1,
if A  0.8


  A  1.6667 A  0.33334, if 0.2<A  0.8. (20)

0,
otherwise

This emphasis reduces the estimation error of the noise ratio
caused by a small margin of errors in the assumptions of Eqs.
(16) and (17).
The new NR process can estimate noise level accurately,
even during speech periods, and maintains natural near-end
speech.

C. ER and VLIC processes
The ER process is based on the STSA estimation and
suppresses the residual echo of the ADF by multiplying echoreduction gains in the frequency domain. The ER process
consists of an acoustic-coupling level (ACL) estimator, an
echo-level estimator, and a gain calculator. The ACL
estimator is based on a cross-spectrum method [8] and
expanded to time and frequency spectral domains [19] to
increase the tracking speed as follows:

  E[| X i (  r ) || Sˆi (  r ) |] 
ˆ
 ,
| H i ( ) |   r

 r E[| X i (  r ) |2 ] 

2

2

(21)

ˆ ( ) | denotes the estimated ACL. The echo level
where | H
i
estimator calculates the amount of residual echo by
multiplying the reference signal by the estimated ACL as
2

| Dˆ i ( ) |2 | Hˆ i ( ) |2 | X i ( ) |2 ,

(22)

ˆ ( ) | is the estimated echo level. The gain
where | D
i
calculator determines ER gains, which have to be calculated in
a short period under nonstationary speech conditions as
follows:
2

Gi ( ) 

| Sˆi ( ) |2  i ( ) | Dˆ i ( ) |2
,
| Sˆ ( ) |2

(23)

i

where Gi ( ) denotes the ER gain and

 i ( ) 

P | Dˆ i ( ) || Sˆi ( ) |
P | Dˆ i ( ) |2 

.

(24)

The gain calculator is designed to calculate ER gains on the
assumption that a slight correlation between echo and nearend speech signals remains in short-period processing [20]. An
advantage of adopting this strategy is the ability to calculate
the ER gains with high accuracy even in a short period, which
contributes to sufficiently suppress the residual echo by the
ER process resulting in natural near-end speech.
The VLIC process is used for howling cancellation. When
the ACL is above 0 dB, the echo canceller begins howling
immediately after it is turned on because there is no prior
training. To prevent howling, variable losses are inserted into
the system. When the far-end speech level is higher than the
near-end speech level, the loss is inserted into the send side.
On the contrary, when the near-end speech level is higher than
the far-end speech level, the loss is inserted into the received
side. The loss-insertion level is determined from the ACL. The
variable-loss insertion also applies different losses to each
frequency component to decrease the loss margin [21].

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the new AENC was evaluated using the
objective assessment methods. The sampling frequency of test
signals was 16 kHz and their frequency range was 100-7000
Hz. The room reverberation time was about 300 ms.
A. Complexity evaluation of ADF process
The optimal step-size control schemes are often proposed as
the robust frequency domain ADF methods [5]-[7]. In this
paper the algorithm that can achieve the low computational
complexity while maintaining the robustness of these schemes
was added to these schemes. This complexity reduction
algorithm makes effective use of buffer delays caused by A/D
and D/A converters, as described in section III.A. This paper
compared a difference in the computational complexity caused
by the presence or absence of the complexity reduction
algorithm. To keep the comparison fair, same level of
optimization was applied both to the codes with and without
the complexity reduction algorithm. The computational
complexity was evaluated by measuring the processing speed
by using a commercial 2.8-GHz central processing unit (CPU).
In fact this is a different processor from the target processor
thus the evaluation results could only be used to compare the
methods. The test used a speech signal whose duration was 60
s. The experiment showed that the required processing time of
the ADF with the complexity reduction algorithm was
approximately 0.8 s and the required processing time of the
ADF without its algorithm was approximately 2.5 s. These
results suggest that the computational complexity was reduced
to about 1/3 by using the complexity reduction algorithm.
B. Performance evaluation of NR process
To evaluate the performance of the proposed NR method,
described in section III.B, noise reduction rates (NRRs) [22]
for various types of noise, i.e. the airport, lobby and office
noises, were calculated. The noise signals were selected from
an environmental noise database of NTT Advanced
Technology Corporation [23]. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
between the speech and background noise signals was about 6
dB. Voices of five males and five females were employed as
the speech signals; these signals were recorded based on
international standards ITU-T Recommendation P.800 [24].
The ordinary noise-level estimation method [13] that has
almost the same complexity as that of the proposed method
was used as the conventional method for the performance
evaluation. The computational complexities of the
conventional and proposed methods, which were measured
under the same test condition as stated in section IV.A, were
approximately 0.1 s and 0.12 s, respectively. Likewise, these
evaluation results could only be used to compare the methods
because the processor used was different from the target
processor. These satisfy the requirements of the casing size
and DSP-chip performance on videophones. The comparison
results of the NR performance are shown in Table II. As
shown in the table, NRR of the proposed method
outperformed the conventional methods for all cases.

Conventional

Proposed

Airport noise
Lobby noise
Office noise

6.31 dB
5.58 dB
8.09 dB

6.64 dB
6.31 dB
8.22 dB

C. Comparison of Noise-level Estimation Accuracy
This paper verified the effects of the combination of the
ADF with the noise robust step-size control and the noiselevel estimation. The received and near-end speech signals
were male and female English speeches, respectively. The
background noise used in the experiment was a white noise.
The microphone input signal included the echo, near-end
speech, and background noise. The noise-level estimation
accuracy was calculated from a segmental SNR of the target
noise level and the estimated noise level.
The comparison results of the noise-level estimation
accuracy are shown in Table III. The estimation accuracy was
evaluated in both a single-talk situation (when the microphone
picks up only the echo and the background noise) and a
double-talk situation. “NR only” denotes that the ADF process
was omitted. “Conventional ADF + NR” is the combination of
the conventional ADF and NR; the conventional ADF
calculates the step size based on the ordinary GaussianGaussian mixture assumption [25]. “Proposed ADF + NR” is
the combination of the ADF with the noise robust step-size
control and NR. As Table III indicates, the noise-level
estimation accuracy was improved by combining the proposed
ADF with the NR compared with “NR only” and
“Conventional ADF + NR”. A better score was observed in
both the single-talk and double-talk situations by combining
the proposed ADF.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF NOISE-LEVEL ESTIMATION ACCURACY
Category
NR only
Conventional ADF + NR
Proposed ADF + NR

Single-Talk
Situation
12.63 dB
14.23 dB
14.41 dB

Double-Talk
Situation
10.91 dB
11.90 dB
12.05 dB

x 10

1

4

0.8
0.6
0.4

Amplitude

Noise Type

which represents a double-talk situation, where the
microphone picks up the echo, near-end speech, and
background noise. The back ground noise used in the
experiment is the air conditioning noise shown in Fig. 9. The
send signal after the AENC is shown in Fig. 10. This figure
shows that the proposed AENC effectively suppresses echo
and background noise and the near-end speech signal is hardly
distorted.
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Fig. 6. Received speech signal (male).
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Fig. 7. Near-end speech signal (female).

D. Overall Performance Test
Finally, the overall performance of the proposed AENC was
experimentally evaluated using measured data. The
experimental
arrangement
conformed
to
ITU-T
Recommendation P.340 [26]. The experimental conditions of
the received and near-end speech signals included four
different patterns consisting of the combinations: male-female,
female-male, male-male and female-female. The language
used in this test was Japanese.
Figs. 6 and 7 show an example of the received and near-end
speech signals. The microphone input signal is shown in Fig.
8. During the entire measuring period, the microphone always
picked up background noise. The figure also shows period
“A”, which represents a single-talk situation, and period “B”,

The performance of the proposed AENC during the singletalk situation was evaluated using the echo suppressing level
(ESL) and the noise suppressing level (NSL), respectively.
These objective evaluation values were calculated from the
difference of the signal levels before and after processing
during the single-talk situation. The average ESL across the
four speaker combination patterns was about 33 dB and the
average of the NSL was about 20 dB, respectively.
The performance of the AENC during the double-talk
situation was evaluated using the perceptual evaluation of
speech quality (PESQ) [27]. The PESQ calculates the distance
between the near-end speech signal and the send signal, and
obtains a prediction value of the subjective mean opinion
score (MOS) as the PESQ score. The PESQ score is mapped

from 1.0 (worst) up to 4.5 (best). The averages of PESQ score
of the microphone input and send signals were 1.14 points and
1.88 points, respectively. These results show that the PESQ
score was improved by suppressing echo and background
noise while maintaining the quality of the near-end speech.
x 10
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Amplitude
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0

The overall performances of the proposed AENC under
various noise conditions are summarized in Table IV. The
results are averages across different speakers. The received
and near-end speech signals are used by four different patterns
consisting of the combinations: male-female, female-male,
male-male and female-female; the language is Japanese. Three
background noise signals, namely airport, lobby and office
noises, were selected from the environmental noise database
[23]. The SNR between the near-end speech and background
noise signals was about 15 dB. The table shows that the
proposed method sufficiently suppressed the echo and
background noise irrespective of the noise type while keeping
the near-end speech to be natural-sounding.

-0.2

TABLE IV
OVERALL PERFORMANCES OF PROPOSED AENC

-0.4
-0.6

Noise Type

ESL

NSL

PESQ

-0.8

Airport Noise
Lobby Noise
Office Noise

30.14 dB
32.98 dB
34.25 dB

20.68 dB
20.39 dB
21.07 dB

1.75 points
1.60 points
1.87 points
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Fig. 8. Microphone input signal. Period A: echo and noise signals during
single-talk situation, period B: double-talk situation.
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Fig. 9. Spectrum of background noise.
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This paper implemented a robust frequency domain ADF
method that uses a normalized residual echo enhancement; the
filter calculation is based on the Gaussian-Laplacian mixture
assumption for the signals normalized by the reference input
signal amplitude; this method provides an optimal step-size
control scheme for acoustic echo cancellation in a noisy
environment. In addition, to reduce the computational
complexity of the ADF, a three-frame echo replica is
calculated at the same time without increasing the processing
delay. This paper also introduced a new NR method that can
emphasize the target near-end speech with low degradation.
This method estimates the noise level for each frequency bin
in the signal whether or not the background noise is
superimposed by the speech. The proposed AENC was
implemented in a hands-free videophone prototype. The
experiments were conducted with the prototype and
demonstrated that the proposed method suppresses undesired
echo and noise, resulting in natural-sounding near-end speech.
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